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Bye Bye, Baby
In 1969 twelve-year-old Mimi and her family move to an all-white town in Vermont,
where Mimi's mixed-race background and interest in "boyish" topics like astronomy
make her feel like an outsider.

Street Gang
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Is it possible to grow up while getting younger? Welcome to Elsewhere. It is warm,
with a breeze, and the beaches are marvelous. It's quiet and peaceful. You can't
get sick or any older. Curious to see new paintings by Picasso? Swing by one of
Elsewhere's museums. Need to talk to someone about your problems? Stop by
Marilyn Monroe's psychiatric practice. Elsewhere is where fifteen-year-old Liz Hall
ends up, after she has died. It is a place so like Earth, yet completely different.
Here Liz will age backward from the day of her death until she becomes a baby
again and returns to Earth. But Liz wants to turn sixteen, not fourteen again. She
wants to get her driver's license. She wants to graduate from high school and go to
college. And now that she's dead, Liz is being forced to live a life she doesn't want
with a grandmother she has only just met. And it is not going well. How can Liz let
go of the only life she has ever known and embrace a new one? Is it possible that a
life lived in reverse is no different from a life lived forward? This moving, often
funny book about grief, death, and loss will stay with the reader long after the last
page is turned. Elsewhere by Gabrielle Zevin is a 2006 Bank Street - Best
Children's Book of the Year.

When the City Sleeps
Gavin Kessler's one of the most sensitive and emotional people you'd ever know,
except you'd never know it. Trying to find out how he feels is like pulling a onePage 2/25
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hundred pound bucket of water out of a seventy foot well. But when he finally falls
in love and meets the woman of his dreams, who is set on getting to know every
part of him, for better or worse, his walls crumble as he is forced to stand face-toface with the past he's been avoiding. Continue the stories of your favorite
characters from Where Love Finds You in this sequel written from Gavin's
perspective.

Heart on a Shoestring
A high-wire artist traces his six years of planning and training to walk a wire
between the towers of the nearly completed World Trade Center in 1974 and
describes the history-making realization of his goal eight times in the course of an
hour.

Child of the Mountains
Mangia! Insalata is the third in a series of recipe books written for children ages
four and up. Inspired by traditional Sicilian cooking and customs, the Mangia! book
series focuses on meals that families can prepare and enjoy together. Other titles
in the series include Mangia! Macaroni and Mangia! Zuppa.
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Then We Were Friends
With a passion for hockey, but disdain for media attention, Sawyer Reed tries to
rebuild his life after fame by reconnecting with his estranged brother in NYC. While
there, he meets an odd girl who won t take no for an answer. Nora Maddison is
doing her best to maintain some level of normalcy while rising to fame quicker
than she anticipated. As she disguises herself and meanders about the city, she
finds a mysterious man who refuses to give her the time of day. Eventually, the
two find solace in their late night conversations, but when their true identities are
revealed they must decide if their hidden romance is worth more than their
dreams.

Down from the Clouds
Gabriella Gibson, a drama teacher from Atlanta, takes on the toughest acting job of
her life when she flies to Land s End, Colorado to become rancher Clay Forrester s
make-believe bride. His father s serious heart attack prompted him to arrange this
pretend marriage to satisfy his father s wish that he be married. But when Clay
meets the gorgeous city gal he s hired to play his wife, he s tempted to make this
marriage real. He soon learns Gaby s as mismatched to ranch life as his ex-wife Jill.
And he won t marry another woman who doesn t love the ranch, no matter how
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much she tempts him. Can Gaby and Clay resist the attraction pulling them
together? Or will they turn this farce of a marriage into the forever kind?

Out of the Clouds
The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down
Set in the near future we follow Rose's adventures coming of age and finding
romance. Loving, losing her love and finding herself in the process.

Life with an Accent
Treasuring her beloved family despite the poverty that challenges their survival,
Lydia is devastated by the deaths of her grandmother and brother and relocates to
her uncle's coal-camp home, where she struggles with a painful family secret.

Wife for Hire
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Family secrets come back to haunt Jack
Reacher in this electrifying thriller from “a superb craftsman of suspense”
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(Entertainment Weekly). Jack Reacher hits the pavement and sticks out his thumb.
He plans to follow the sun on an epic trip across America, from Maine to California.
He doesn’t get far. On a country road deep in the New England woods, he sees a
sign to a place he has never been: the town where his father was born. He thinks,
What’s one extra day? He takes the detour. At the same moment, in the same
isolated area, a car breaks down. Two young Canadians had been on their way to
New York City to sell a treasure. Now they’re stranded at a lonely motel in the
middle of nowhere. The owners seem almost too friendly. It’s a strange place, but
it’s all there is. The next morning, in the city clerk’s office, Reacher asks about the
old family home. He’s told no one named Reacher ever lived in town. He’s always
known his father left and never returned, but now Reacher wonders, Was he ever
there in the first place? As Reacher explores his father’s life, and as the Canadians
face lethal dangers, strands of different stories begin to merge. Then Reacher
makes a shocking discovery: The present can be tough, but the past can be tense .
. . and deadly. Don’t miss a sneak peek of Lee Child’s novel Blue Moon in the back
of the book. Praise for Past Tense “Child is one writer who should never be taken
for granted.”—The New York Times Book Review “[Lee Child] shows no signs of
slowing down. . . . Reacher is a man for whom the phrase moral compass was
invented: His code determines his direction. . . . You need Jack Reacher.”—The
Atlantic “Superb . . . Child neatly interweaves multiple narratives, ratchets up the
suspense (the reveal of the motel plot is delicious), and delivers a powerful,
satisfying denouement. Fans will enjoy learning more of this enduring character’s
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roots, and Child’s spare prose continues to set a very high bar.”—Publishers
Weekly (boxed and starred review) “Another first-class entry in a series that
continues to set the gold standard for aspiring thriller authors.”—Booklist (starred
review) “With his usual flair for succinctness and eye for detail, Child creates
another rollicking Reacher road trip that will please fans and newcomers
alike.”—Library Journal (starred review)

How I Discovered Poetry
Sometimes miracles do happen. When Maggie left her husband Ross that fateful
Christmas Eve, their marriage was over. But a near fatal accident on an ice-slick
road changed everything. Now another Christmas approaches. While Maggie hasn't
regained all her memory, she's ready to test her strength at home--with Ross as
her only companion. Sharing a house with him once more, putting on the best face
for their neighbors, Maggie knows she's living a lie. Then she glimpses Ross as he
used to be: playful and passionate, the man of her dreams before ambition
changed him. She couldn't know he's feeling the same regrets, the same
heartacheor that he fears the return of her memory. What will happen when she
remembers the reason she fled from him last year? It will take a miracle to send
the walls of anger and secrecy tumbling down and reunite the divided couple. But
in the small town of Bethlehem, miracles do happen.
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Some Enchanted Season
A study in the collision between Western medicine and the beliefs of a traditional
culture focuses on a hospitalized child of Laotian immigrants whose belief that
illness is a spiritual matter comes into conflict with doctors' methods.

Full Cicada Moon
Discover the meaning of Bible prophecy and what believers should do in these last
days.

Where Love Finds You
The Life I Now Live
"Using a considerable amount of new research, Livingstone and Witzel paint vivid
portraits of the many characters involved and provide a day-by-day, blow-by-blow
account of the campaign from the moment of the landing in Normandy in July until
the battle itself in August, and beyond."--BOOK JACKET.
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Past Tense
Rodney Pentax and his pal Clutz, a domestic robot who seems to have been
miswired, experience one zany disaster after another and force Rodney's parents
into an unpleasant decision.

Full Circle
A little girl and her mother walk home from school on a snowy winter day. “So
much snow,” says Ma. “So monochromatic.” “Mono crow what?” her daughter
replies. Ma misses the sun, warmth and colors of their faraway homeland, but her
daughter sees magic in everything — the clouds in the winter sky, the “firework”
display when she throws an armful of snow into the air, making snow angels,
tasting snowflakes. And in the end, her joy is contagious. Home is where family is,
after all. This gently layered, beautifully illustrated story that unfolds as a
conversation between a mother and daughter will resonate with readers young and
old.

The Road to Crécy
On the same day in March Polar bears ride on Artic ice. People in French cafes turn
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up their faces to the sun. Hailstones roll over Indian hillsides. Rain makes a river in
Kenya. On the same day that it's icy cold in the Artic, it's foggy in Louisiana, sunny
in Barbados, and blowing wild winds called willy-willies in Austrailia. In this poetic
exploration of longitude and weather, with bright and detailed paintings of
seventeen different places, Marilyn Singer and Frane Lessac show us what's
happening from the poles to the equator-- all on the same day in March. Top 10
Science Books for Children 2000 (Booklist) and Notable Children's Trade Books in
the Field of Social Studies 2001, National Council for SS & Child. Book Council

Like Falling Through a Cloud
A powerful and thought-provoking Civil Rights era memoir from one of America’s
most celebrated poets. Looking back on her childhood in the 1950s, Newbery
Honor winner and National Book Award finalist Marilyn Nelson tells the story of her
development as an artist and young woman through fifty eye-opening poems.
Readers are given an intimate portrait of her growing self-awareness and artistic
inspiration along with a larger view of the world around her: racial tensions, the
Cold War era, and the first stirrings of the feminist movement. A first-person
account of African-American history, this is a book to study, discuss, and treasure.

The Immortal Collection
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A fictional account offers speculation about what really happened to the blonde
goddess, following her story as she is kidnapped and a doppelganger is left in her
place. Reprint.

This Book Is Overdue!
By the time he is twelve, Frank Levy understands that to attain his wishes, he must
depend upon himself. In the young adult edition of Life with an Accent we meet
Levy as a happy toddler oblivious to political dangers. Seeking safety, in 1936 his
family moves from Germany to the British Mandate of Palestine. Ten years later
they emigrate to America to be with grandma. Again, Levy must change
languages, cultures, even his name. With every effort to adapt, he sees that the
history we live through matters.

The Mysterious Affair at Olivetti
Hired by Marilyn Monroe to listen to threatening phone calls from a movie studio
that wants to fire her, private investigator Nate Heller discovers a conspiracy to
murder the iconic star and faces a career-ending challenge when Monroe turns up
dead.
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In Blood and Worth Loving
Not sure? Take the quiz on Marilyn-Grey.com to find out if the Unspoken Series is
right for you! Books 1 - 5 of the Unspoken Series are also available as a discounted
box set! A quirky romance about two broken hearts melting into one beautiful story
of self-discovery and overcoming the past. "Dreaming of the person you want to be
is wasting the person you already are." Kurt Cobain The Unspoken Series is a 10
book series. Books 1-5 are available now. Best when read in order. What Readers
Are Saying "Heartbreakingly beautiful story with a slightly whimsical romance."
"Don't know how its possible but this series just keeps getting better! And I guess I
shouldn't say better because I fall in love with every single character, so better
wouldn't be the right word!" "I love how the characters from the previous books
make appearances in each of the newer books keeping you updated with the
happenings surrounding them and weaving their stories into the current main
characters." "This book is deep and heartwarming. It is my favorite book so far [in
the series] and also the most sincere and heartbreaking." These stories are so
different from most of the other romance books I read. The characters always pull
me in. I got this book yesterday and couldn't put it down until I was done reading
it. Book 4 in the Unspoken Series Rebelling against a life of black and white,
Miranda Ryan paints the world in a technicolor fever. She spends her free time on
park benches, analyzing people from the outside in and creating whimsical stories
about their lives. Unbridled and full of life, her ever-changing heart is a revolving
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door no man can figure out. And she likes it that way. But when Derek Rhodes
enters her life, he stubbornly challenges her every move. As she unsuccessfully
avoids this opinionated prankster her colors fade to gray and she is forced into a
choice . . . to lose the self she knows or the self she has never been. Derek Rhodes
wears the same shade of brown every day and avoids eye contact with strangers,
until Miranda walks into his life and splashes his world with streaks of colors he
swore he’d never touch. Drawn to her imaginative personality, he finds himself
questioning his own cynical nature and flat-lined ideals, only to fall in love and
realize the only woman he’s ever let into his heart has no plans of letting a man
into hers. Follow them both as they poke and prod and test each others limits on a
journey of discovery.

A Starless Midnight
The never-before-told true account of the design and development of the first
desktop computer by the world's most famous high-styled typewriter company,
more than a decade before the arrival of the Osborne 1, the Apple 1, the first Intel
microprocessor, and IBM's PC5150. The human, business, design, engineering, cold
war, and tech story of how the Olivetti company came to be, how it survived two
world wars and brought a ravaged Italy back to life, how after it mastered the
typewriter business with the famous "Olivetti touch," it entered the new, fierce
electronics race; how its first desktop compter, the P101, came to be; how, within
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eighteen months, it had caught up with, and surpassed, IBM, the American giant
that by then had become an arm of the American government, developing
advanced weapon systems; Olivetti putting its own mainframe computer on the
market with its desktop prototype, selling 40,000 units, including to NASA for its
lunar landings. How Olivetti made inroads into the US market by taking control of
Underwood of Hartford CT as an assembly plant for Olivetti's own typewriters and
future miniaturized personal computers; how a week after Olivetti purchased
Underwood, the US government filed an antitrust suit to try to stop it; how Adriano
Olivetti, the legendary idealist, socialist, visionary, heir to the company founded by
his father, built the company into a fantastical dynasty--factories, offices, satellite
buildings spread over more than fifty acres--while on a train headed for
Switzerland in 1960 for supposed meetings and then to Hartford, never arrived,
dying suddenly of a heart attack at fifty-eight . . . how eighteen months later, his
brilliant young engineer, who had assembled Olivetti's superb team of electronic
engineers, was killed, as well, in a suspicious car crash, and how the Olivetti
company and the P101 came to its insidious and shocking end.

Elsewhere
Crime writer Chip Collingsworth has settled down to a bucolic life in Turners Bend,
Iowa. Both his personal life with Jane Swanson and her children and his
professional writing life are sailing along smoothly. That is until the body of fellow
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crime writer Patrick Finnegan is discovered on the floor of a Minneapolis bookstore
and two close calls convince Chip that he may be next. Murder and mayhem,
scams and scoundrels, terrorism and trafficking suddenly abound in his life and
spill over into his latest novel. In Head Shot, FBI Agent Jo Schwann is reunited with
Detective Mike Frisco to solve the shooting of three college students and in the
midst of her investigation, Jo must also sort out her complicated new life with Dr.
John Goodman. Chip soon discovers that writing can indeed be murder.

Writing Can Be Murder
Amulet of Doom
An ancient betrayal echoes across time and space Boring—that’s what Marilyn
thinks her family is. Completely, horribly normal. All except for her great-aunt
Zenobia, a scandalously independent world traveler with the most exciting stories.
Marilyn always looks forward to her spirited great-aunt’s visits, but this time,
Zenobia seems to have something unusual on her mind. Marilyn can’t refuse when
the obviously worried Zenobia asks her to hold on to something for safekeeping—a
beautiful amulet found in the Egyptian desert, with a center stone so vivid and
sparkling, it almost seems . . . alive. Suddenly Marilyn’s dreams turn dark as she’s
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tasked with a terrible mission: to keep whatever is inside the amulet from gaining
its freedom—and with it, revenge. This ebook features an illustrated personal
history of Bruce Coville including rare images from the author’s collection.

CLUTZ
This fantastic resource of weather and climate is incredibly comprehensive,
interesting, wide ranging and beautifully presented. Written by a team of
international experts, it provides an impressive overview of our globe, beginning
with the foundations of weather and meteorology and ending with a detailed look
at the issues surrounding climate change. With some of the world's finest
landscape and satellite photography, and hundreds of detailed illustrations,
cutaways, cross-sections, maps and charts, it provides easy to understand
explanations of a complex subject. Section 1 discusses what weather is, how the
seasons are formed, global atmospheric systems, temperature, air pressure, jet
streams, frontal systems, sea breezes, waves and ocean climate. Section 2
explains the workings of weather phenomena such as cloud formation, humidity,
rainbows, rain, hail, ice and snow. Section 3 covers devastating weather events:
tornadoes, hurricanes, thunderstorms, lightning, flash floods, blizzards, droughts
and record breaking weather. Section 4 covers the science of studying, watching
and tracking weather, from ancient times to today. Section 5 tours the climate
zones of the entire world, explaining the characteristics of each and their particular
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phenomena and trends. Section 6 provides a compelling portrait of the Earth and
the effects of climate change, including ice ages, deforestation, acid rain,
greenhouse effect, rising sea levels, wildfires, water shortages, and the effect on
marine life. The Encyclopedia of Weather and Climate Change is a truly spectacular
reference to all aspects of the world's weather.

Watcher
In the bestselling tradition of the The Eighty-Dollar Champion, the propulsive,
inspiring Cinderella story of Stymie, an unwanted Thoroughbred, and Hirsch Jacobs,
the once dirt-poor trainer who bought the colt on the cheap and molded him into
the most popular horse of his time and the richest racehorse the world had ever
seen. In the wake of World War II, as turmoil and chaos were giving way to a spirit
of optimism, Americans were looking for inspiration and role models showing that
it was possible to start from the bottom and work your way up to the top-and they
found it in Stymie, the failed racehorse plucked from the discard heap by trainer
Hirsch Jacobs. Like Stymie, Jacobs was a commoner in "The Sport of Kings," a dirtpoor Brooklyn city slicker who forged an unlikely career as racing's winningest
trainer by buying cheap, unsound nags and magically transforming them into
winners. The $1,500 pittance Jacobs paid to claim Stymie became history's biggest
bargain as the ultimate iron horse went on to run a whopping 131 races and win 25
stakes, becoming the first Thoroughbred ever to earn more than $900,000. The
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Cinderella champion nicknamed "The People's Horse" captivated the masses with
his rousing charge-from-behind stretch runs, his gritty blue-collar work ethic, and
his rags-to-riches success story. In a golden age when horse racing rivaled baseball
and boxing as America's most popular pastime, he was every bit as inspiring a
sports hero as Joe DiMaggio and Joe Louis. Taking readers on a crowd-pleasing ride
with Stymie and Jacobs, Out of the Clouds -- the winner of the Dr. Tony Ryan Book
Award -- unwinds a real-life Horatio Alger tale of a dauntless team and its workingclass fans who lived vicariously through the stouthearted little colt they embraced
as their own.

The Immortals
A Thousand Words
When Adriana, a brilliant young archaeologist, accepts a position at the Museum of
Archaeology in her hometown of Santander, Spain, she never imagines that her
new boss has lived through the history she can only study.Iago, the charismatic
technical director of the museum, is more than ten thousand years old but appears
to be only thirty-five. Iago and his family are longevos—people who never seem to
age after reaching adulthood. The ancient family is divided: Iago's brother and
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sister seek the source of their longevity in hopes of creating more like themselves,
while Iago and his father fear the repercussions of the true Fountain of Youth. A
dangerous game of power and knowledge that has played out over eons becomes
even more complicated when Adriana attracts both brothers' attention—and learns
their secret. Filled with science, history, and passion, The Immortal Collection
transports the reader through time and space, from the days of cavemen, through
the Roaring Twenties, to the charming plazas of contemporary Spain. Ancient
history meets cutting-edge research in this modern love story and sweeping
historical saga.

To Reach the Clouds
BOOK 1 OF THE UNSPOKEN SERIES Ella and Matthew have many differences, but
they share a common goal: to find the one person they are meant to spend their
lives with. Years ago, Ella Rhodes looked across a crowded cafe and saw the man
she wanted to spend the rest of her life with. She left her number, but he never
called. Wondering if he somehow missed the note on the back of the receipt, she
spent her twenties waiting for this man to walk into her life again. After all this
time, will Ella finally discover "the one" she's been waiting for? Or, after being sent
on various blind dates, will she give her heart to someone else? Meanwhile,
Matthew Ryan breaks up with his long-time girlfriend. Searching his heart he
wonders if there is really a "one" for every person, or if there is simply a good,
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better, and best. Where does Lydia, the girl who would do anything for him, fit into
the story of his life? Confused, Matthew sets out to explore his options and find the
love he's been looking for his entire life. Will he find love before it's too late or will
he lose everything? After reading Where Love Finds You, follow the stories of these
character's from Gavin's perspective in Down from the Clouds.

Two Drops of Brown in a Cloud of White
The Encyclopedia of Weather & Climate Change
In a celebration of libraries and the dedicated people who staff them, the author
argues that librarians are more important than ever, and discusses a new breed of
visionary professionals who use the Web to link people and information.

Angeliad
Angeliad of Surazeus - Revelation of Angela presents 136,377 lines of verse in
1,346 poems, lyrics, ballads, sonnets, dramatic monologues, eulogies, hymns, and
epigrams written by Surazeus 2001 to 2005.
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Diamonds Are a Teen's Best Friend
What Readers Are Saying "Wow, another amazing book from Marilyn Grey. This
series just keeps getting better. I love the twists that are always a part of these
books." "Marilyn has definitely done it again. She is now officially one of the best
romance authors I have read. This book was just amazing." "I love how you get
little bits of the other characters throughout, which just makes the story flow easily
from one book to the next even with adding new characters along the way." Book 3
in the Unspoken Series After her husbands death, Heidi Chase refuses to take off
her rings and swears another man will never steal her heart. She is extremely
faithful and while her friends think it's virtue binding her to the past, it's really fear.
Patrick Wheldon never intended to give his heart to Heidi. Not until her vows to her
previous husband were no longer standing between them. But he did and the
relationship between them quickly changes into a battle he's not sure he has the
strength to fight. Follow Heidi and Patrick as they question the definition of soulmates and discover the true meaning of love. Best when read after "Where Love
Finds You" and "Down from the Clouds," but it can stand-alone. FIrst Pages - Sneak
a Peek Snowflakes piled up on each other as I rocked Riley to sleep. The ground
turned white as I thought of the things I kept hidden. The rings on my left hand
sparkled in the glow of a candle, reminding me of the lies. I tried to convince
myself that a secret is only a lie if it harms someone. For so long my secrets only
harmed myself. Now, sweet Patrick introduced himself to my life and pretended to
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not fall in love with me. And my secrets would harm him if he got too close. So I
built a wall between us to keep him from the truth. The heartbreak. I called him my
best friend. Nothing more. He accepted that. He accepted everything. Sometimes I
wished he weren't so nice. Sometimes I wished he would pry the truth out of me
and set me free. But he didn't know. No one did. My lies were so real that I grew to
believe them myself. Snowflakes pressed against the window. I placed Riley in her
crib, on her side like she liked. Her eyes flickered and then closed. I longed for the
kind of peace she had. Soon life would steal it from her too. A life of many painful
surgeries and nights in the hospital. A life without her father. I laid my cheek
against the cold window. Inhaled. "You can do this," I whispered to myself.

The Return of Marilyn Monroe
Nessa Joanne Mulholland, aka Marilyn Monroe's No. 1 teenage fan, is used to
moving house. This time, however, she's relocating in movie-star style-crossing the
Atlantic on board the Majestic, headed for Paris from New York City. And it really
would be in movie-star style if it wasn't for the fact that she's bringing her cringefest professor dad along for the ride (Dad's specialization: human mating ritualsneed Nessa say more?). Oh yeah, and sharing a cabin that's five decks below sea
level and next to the engine room. Still, at least Holly Isles is on board. Yes, really,
that Holly Isles-star of stage and screen. Suddenly, things are looking up. Looking a
little Marilyn, in fact, because events are strangely mirroring Nessa's favorite
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movie of all time, Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. Watch! As Holly Isles, world-famous
actress, confides in Nessa over mocktails. Listen! As Nessa coaches Holly in the
amazing "Nessa's Lesson's in Love"-the ultimate man-catching rules to finding true
and lasting lurv. See! Nessa fall for Holly's too-cute nephew, Marc. . . and Cover
your eyes! As it all goes terribly, horribly, embarrassingly wrong. There's no
doubting it. This is going to be one pitchy crossing.

On the Same Day in March
A Woman Ready To Risk It All for the Right Full-Blood VampireWhat does a good
girl gone bad do when the bad boy of her choice doesn't want to be bad with her?
She seduces him. Brandi Knight spent years fantasying about vampires while
dating safe, predictable men. With her 30th birthday approaching, she's eager to
take a walk on the wild size. When a co-worker insist her uncle is a vampire, Brandi
is ready to go full bad girl.Vampire bad boy Adrian Redwolfe expects a gorgeous,
slender blond when he agrees to a blind date. Instead he finds the plus-sized
Brandi waiting for him. What does a bad boy full-blood do when a wanna be bad
girl elicits an unwelcome response from him? Reject her because she's not his
type? Or succumb to her seductive charms?

Mangia! Insalata
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The New York Times bestselling account of the story behind one of the most
influential, durable, and beloved shows in the history of television: Sesame Street,
moving to HBO this fall “Davis tracks down every Sesame anecdote and every
Sesame personality in his book . . . Finally, we get to touch Big Bird's feathers.”
—The New York Times Book Review Sesame Street is the longest-running-and
arguably most beloved- children's television program ever created. Today, it
reaches some six million preschoolers weekly in the United States and countless
others in 140 countries around the world. Street Gang is the compelling, comical,
and inspiring story of a media masterpiece and pop-culture landmark. Television
reporter and columnist Michael Davis-with the complete participation of Joan Ganz
Cooney, one of the show's founders-unveils the idealistic personalities, decades of
social and cultural change, stories of compassion and personal sacrifice, and
miraculous efforts of writers, producers, directors, and puppeteers that together
transformed an empty soundstage into the most recognizable block of real estate
in television history. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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